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Why are biomarkers important?

A: Diagnostic
B:

Therapeutic 
marker  
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What are good biomarker?

A:
Diagnostic

Easy 
accessable

Sensitive and  
specific

Quantifiable Permit early 
diagnosis

Reliably show relevant changes 
to treatment 

Provide early information 
about effectiveness of 

treatment

B:
Therapeutic 

marker  

Inexpensive  

Show specific response to 
treatment
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Setting the scene: 
Diversity of CDG  

How can they be used for CDG?  

A: 
Diagnostic

About half of the diagnosis sit here : 



N-glycosylation pathway

and related CDG disorders 

Many steps to build a glycoprotein … Freeze 2018 

The CDG – production line 



Screening Test for Glycosylation disorders 
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Screening Test

Isoelectric focusing of transferrin  

Transferrin 

Glycoprotein 



Screening Test for Glycosylation disorders 

Screening Test

Isoelectric focusing of transferrin  

Transferrin 

Needs to be followed up by further testing – detailed biochemistry and genetics ! 

CDG-patient 



N-glycosylation pathway

and related CDG disorders 

Has it’s limitations! negative for TUSC3-CDG, ALG13-CDG, ALG14-CDG, GCS1-CDG, SLC35A3-CDG, 

SLC35C1-CDG, GNE, PGM3, …..  



Looking at the structure of glycoproteins in more detail 

Massspectrometrie
CDG Biomarker 
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What exists for CDG?

A: Diagnostics

Battery of diagnostic biomarkers: 

Isoelectric focusing of transferrin 

Alpha1-antitrypsin 

Protein C and S, clotting factors 

Thyroid function tests, other hormones, liver

Alkaline phosphatase 

Specialized laboratory: 

Apolipoprotein C-III

Specific glycan analysis 

Muscle / Skin biopsies …. and more BUT

Looking for the needle 
(CDG patient) in the haystack

For some defects there are no biomarkers known –

extended genetic testing is necessary (~ 50%)

Consider extended gene testing early 

CDG 



Diversity in CDG: 

clinically / biochemically / genetically 

PMM

SLC35A2

SRD5A3

ALG 2

ALG 6

ALG 12
ALG 13
RFT1 

PGAP 1
PGAP 2

MAN1B! PGM1

TMEM165 NANS
DOLK 

COG 4
COG 7

CDG patient cohort in 

(Great Ormond Street Hospital 

London / UK) 

CDG diagnosis by extended genetic screening  



B: Therapeutic markers - what exists for CDG? 

CDG-Subtype Treatment

MPI Mannose

SLC35C1 Fucose 

PGM1 Galactose

SLC35A2 Galactose 

SLC39A8
Galactose, uridine, 
Manganese

TMEM165
Galactose
Manganese  

CAD-CDG Uridine *

list is not exclusive 
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B: Therapeutic markers - what exists for CDG? 

CDG-Subtype Treatment Therapeutic Biomarker 

MPI Mannose
Coagulation factors, hormones, blood sugar
Transferrin

SLC35C1 Fucose 
Transferrin 
Reversal of leukocyte adhesion deficiency 

PGM1 Galactose
Coagulation factors, CK, hormones, liver enzymes, blood sugar 
Transferrin

SLC35A2 Galactose 
(Transferrin abnormalities in only 50% of cases)
Mainly clinical 

SLC39A8
Galactose, uridine, 
Manganese

Transferrin, Alkaline phosphatase 

TMEM165
Galactose
Manganese  

Coagulation factors, Transferrin

CAD-CDG Uridine * Normalisation of blood film 

list is not exclusive 

For all: Monitoring clinical improvement ! : 

thriving, growing, seizures, increased alertness –

often need time to change might be difficult to quantify 



Biomarker: Main Challenges in CDG
Challenges

Clinical diversity 

Harmonise description / data collection 

of patients 

Biochemical diversity -

Not one marker fits all 

Need to identify additional suitable 

biomarkers 

Caution: Biomarker might change over 

time 

CDGs are (ultra)rare

Many CDGs have brain problems



Biomarker: Main Challenges in CDG
Challenges Solitions

Clinical diversity Role of registries to describe each entity in 

detail and over time 

Harmonise description / data collection of 

patients 

Agree on common terminology, rating 

scales 

Biochemical diversity 

Not one marker fits all 

Create cocktail of biomarkers to look at 

Need to identify additional suitable 

biomarkers 

Use cell / animal models to explore 

suitable biomarkers 

Caution: Biomarker might change over time Not to relay on one biomarker only 

CDGs are (ultra)rare Share material / role of biobanks 

Many CDGs have brain problems Particularly difficult to access – non 

invasive monitoring tools needed 



Thanks –

I wish us all a very successful conference 



Our patient population at GOSH 

GOSH London/UK: 

Patients

Sibling pairs

CDG-Subtypes 

Pie: positive screened by IEF – confirmed on genetics

primarily diagnosed by genetics (CDG panel / WES)  

PMM SLC35A2 SRD5A3 ALG 2 ALG 6 ALG 12

ALG 13 RFT1 PGAP 1 PGAP 2 MAN1B! PGM1

TMEM165 NANS DOLK COG 4 COG 7


